Multiple sclerosis-associated agent. Failure of MS brain and serum to depress the polymorph count in normal mice and mice inoculated with cells containing C/type particles.
The groups that originally reported and confirmed the demonstration of a multiple sclerosis associated agent (MSAA) are now, along with others, unable to reproduce this effect. In view of this confusion and the potential importance of this work for multiple sclerosis (MS) we have done a strict double-blind trial using larger groups of mice (10) and counting more cells (900) than in previous reports to offset the high variability of mouse polymorphonuclear neutrophil (PMN) counts. Sera from 5 active MS patients and 4 normal subjects were tested in mice, half of which had previously been injected with PAM line cells (containing C-type particles and subject to reduced cell yield when cultured with MS brain extract). No significant PMN depression was found in either MS or normals on any basis of comparison. However, a significant depression was seen following PAM cell injection irrespective of serum origin. Higher counting accuracy did not reduce PMN variability. A single MS brain specimen was also without effect. consequently we have been unable to confirm the existence of an MSAA as defined by PMN depression in mice.